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Abstract

We propose an architecture and several mecha-
nisms for providing \Best E�ort Di�erentiated Ser-
vices" (BEDS), a set of services similar to Best E�ort
in that the packet delay and drop probability depend
on the network conditions, but with the added fea-
ture of providing a tradeo� diferentiation in delay
and drop probability between the services in this set.

This proposal starts from the observation that a
single Best E�ort service does not �t the needs of
all types of elastic applications. In our proposal,
the \loss-conservative" service has smaller packet
loss probability but larger delay than the \delay-
conservative" one. The former is suited for �le trans-
fer applications, whereas VoIP can signi�cantly ben-
e�t from the delay-conservative service.

We provide experimental results that con�rm our
models' predictions that �le and web transfer and in-
teractive voice applications can simultaneously ben-
e�t from this set of services. The experiments
were conducted using networks of Nortel routers and
switches implementing our proposed mechanisms.

I Introduction

In the last 15 years we have witnessed a sustained
exponential growth of the Internet in both the num-
ber of connected hosts and the capacity of its data
links. The \traditional" e-mail and �le transfer appli-
cations, that accounted for more than 90% of traÆc
in the �rst 10 years, have largely been surpassed by
the Web (HTTP) and multimedia (voice, music and
video) traÆc [6]. Still, most of the traÆc service of-
fered commercially has been of \Best E�ort" type,
whereby data packets are forwarded at the network
layer with no guarantee or preference for reliability or
timeliness of delivery. This service, supplemented by
the reliable transport protocol TCP is a reasonably
good service for most �le transfer applications, from
e-mail to Web browsing, but is a diÆcult environ-

�This work was done when Yang Guo was working as a
summer intern at Nortel Networks.

ment for delay-sensitive applications such as interac-
tive voice conversations (or \Voice over IP", VoIP).
The problem of providing services with speci�c

characteristics such as Quality of Service (QoS) guar-
antees along with Best E�ort service in the same net-
work has been the object of extensive research for
more than 10 years. An early protocol for bandwidth
reservation, ST-II [7], was followed by another, RSVP
[4], coupled with a set of service de�nitions commonly
known as Integrated Services (IntServ) [31, 34]. In
both cases, the Quality of Service is provided fol-
lowing a user application request by reserving a part
of available bandwidth of each data link traversed
by the application's traÆc (also known as a ow).
Although these protocols proved to provide QoS reli-
ably in experiments, they have seldom been deployed
in production networks due to scalability problems.
Keeping per-ow state information and performing
per-ow packet treatment at a link traversed by mil-
lions of simultanous ows is considered too complex.
In 1998, an alternative, Di�erentiated Services

(Di�Serv) [2, 21, 15], was proposed, whereby ows
with similar requirements are aggregated in a class,
and resource reservation and di�erentiated packet
treatment is performed per-class instead of per-ow.
This aleviates the scaling problem of RSVP/IntServ,
but introduces others, such as the need for a sys-
tem for network-wide bandwidth management (or
bandwidth brokers) and the diÆculty of providing
per-ow QoS in the context of aggregation [14].
Moreover, other signi�cant overhead such as admis-
sion control and authentication is required by both
RSVP/IntServ and Di�Serv 1.
The absence of services with speci�c characteristics

has nevertheless stimulated the development of elas-
tic applications. Popular VoIP applications such as
Vocaltec's IPhone and Microsfot's NetMeeting pro-
vide reasonable voice quality over Best E�ort, but
their end-to-end delay is far from acceptable. This
delay is in large part due to large packet queues ac-
cumulated at congested links. Traditionally, large
bu�er capacities have been con�gured for Best E�ort

1Di�Serv, as de�ned by [2, 21, 15] does not have such re-
quirements since it does not de�ne services, but any service
based on Di�Serv needs some form of access control



in order to minimize packet losses during congestion,
a setup mainily suited for �le transfer applications
and not for time-sensitive applications.
In this paper, we propose an architecture and sev-

eral mechanisms for providing \Best E�ort Di�eren-
tiated Services" (BEDS), a set of services similar to
Best E�ort in that the QoS provided depends on the
network conditions, but di�erentiated in their trade-
o� between packet delay and packet loss probability.
This proposal starts from the observation that one
Best E�ort service does not �t the needs of all types
of elastic applications. In our proposal, the \loss-
conservative" service has smaller packet loss proba-
bility but larger delay than the \delay-conservative"
one. The former is suited for �le transfer applica-
tions, whereas VoIP can signi�cantly bene�t from the
delay-conservative service. To realize this architec-
ture, we propose several simple mechanisms that in-
clude variants of Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) com-
bined with Random Early Detection (RED) active
queue management. Therefore, our proposed mecha-
nisms have the same low computational requirements
as the known implementations of WFQ and RED.
Our proposal for Best E�ort Di�erentiated Ser-

vices provides a low-overhead way to introduce di�er-
entiated services in the Internet. It enables a range of
elastic applications with heterogeneous requirements
to be evenly serviced without the overhead of per-ow
state and per-hop packet treatment, admission con-
trol or bandwidth broker. Moreover, BEDS is not re-
quired to be implemented in all the network elements
on a ow's path, but the more routers implement
it, the more e�ective is the service di�erentiation.
Therefore, BEDS can be incrementally deployed in
the network, and can be a �rst step in deploying Dif-
ferentiated Services.
Service di�erentiation without guarantees has been

the object of several recent contributions and our pro-
posal di�ers from them in some key aspects. Asymet-
ric Best E�ort [16] includes two service classes with
high throughput and low delay respectively. ABE is
based on the assumption that all serviced traÆc is
TCP-friendly, i.e., uses the TCP congestion control
mechanism. Unlike ABE, our proposal does not have
this restriction. Proportional Di�erentiated Services
[8] provides service classes with delay di�erentiation
proportional to a set of parameters, but unlike our
proposal, requires admission control. Flow Aware
Networking [30] provides service classes with relative
delay di�erentiation and also requires admission con-
trol.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows.

In Section II we present a model for the perfor-
mance (packet delay and loss) of TCP and UDP ows
traversing congested links. In Section III we examine
the impact of service performance on the perceived
quality of web transfer and interactive voice appli-
cations. In Section IV we present an architecture
of BEDS in the context of a known and stationary
traÆc mix, and present its performance advantages
compared to traditional Best E�ort. In Section V we

describe several mechanisms for BEDS in the context
of a dynamic traÆc mix. We conclude in Section VI.

II A model for TCP and UDP

traffic dynamics

In this section, we present models for the average
throughput, delay and loss probability of FTP/TCP
and Voice/UDP ows traversing a congested link.
These models provide the context for evaluating the
impact of network performance on interactive web
and voice applications, and form the basis for our
proposed BEDS architecture.

A A model for TCP traÆc

Let us �rst consider �le transfer applications over
TCP. In the context of a Best E�ort network, TCP
adjusts its sending rate according to network capacity
and traÆc load. Recently, several studies including
[22, 29, 5] have proposed increasingly accurate mod-
els for the performance of TCP as a function of net-
work and end-host conditions. In Appendix we sum-
marize the model proposed in [29], which we will use
extensively in this work. According to it, the average
throughput of a TCP ow is modeled as a function
T (p;R) of network packet drop probability p and of
round trip time R (equation (8) in Appendix).
In this work, we consider that network elements

(routers and switches) implement Random Early De-
tection (RED) [12] as queue management algorithm.
RED is increasingly popular, being recommended by
the IETF [9]. Also, RED, compared to the tradi-
tional Tail-drop mechanism, provides more exibility
in choosing network behavior during congestion, as
we will see in the following. Essentially, this mecha-
nism drops packets from the transmission queue of a
link with a probability p computed as an increasing
function of a running average of that queue's size q,
p = H(q). Obviously, the congestion control mech-
anism of TCP interacts with the RED algorithm,
and analytical models have been proposed recently
in [10, 25, 11]. Following [10], in a simple setting
with n identical TCP ows having round trip prop-
agation delay R0 and traversing one congested link
of capacity c, the average throughput of a TCP ow
is c=n, and the average queue size q and packet loss
probability p are the solutions to the system: 2

T (p;R0 + q=c) = c=n (1)

p = H(q) (2)

where T (p;R) is given in (8). We observe that T is
strictly monotone in R and thus is inversible in R.
We denote by T�1(p; t) the inverse of T (p;R) in R

2A model for the general setting with heterogeneous TCP
ows, propagation delays and multiple congested links is pro-
posed in [11], but does not have a closed form expression. In
this paper we consider the simple setting for ease of exposition,
similar results are obtained in the general setting.
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Figure 1: Queue Law function and RED Control
Function for TCP traÆc

(i.e., T�1(p; T (p;R)) = R), and thus the solution of
(1) is q = c(T�1(p; c=n) � R0). We denote G(p) =
c(T�1(p; c=n)� R0) and name it the \queue law" of
our system that becomes

q = G(p) (3)

p = H(q) (4)

In Figure 1, the intersection P of the queue law
function G and RED control function H is the unique
solution of the above system and represents the aver-
age operating point (average queue delay and packet
drop probability) of the traÆc. In other words, the
TCP traÆc experiences on average the loss rate and
queuing delay given by P . It also follows that a
given traÆc set has a unique queue law function,
and therefore, for di�erent RED control functions,
produces di�erent operating points along that queue
law function. We can thus de�ne a range of queue
management policies such as delay-conservative and
drop-conservative. Under the drop-conservative pol-
icy, the traÆc has a small loss probability, but a rel-
atively large delay (P1 in Figure 1), whereas under
the delay-conservative policy, the traÆc has a short
delay but a relatively large loss probability (P2);

B Voice/UDP traÆc

We consider voice traÆc generated by applications
such as Microsoft Netmeeting [24] or Vocaltec's
IPhone using G.723.1 [17] codec at 6.4Kb/s voice
data rate. The Ethernet packet size is 82 Bytes (18
Bytes for Ethernet header and trailer, 20 Bytes for IP
header, 8 Bytes for UDP header, 12 Bytes for RTP
header and 24 Bytes for voice data), and the Ethernet
transmission rate is 21.866Kb/s (or 1 packet/30ms).
We model this traÆc as an ON-OFF Markov process
with average ON time of 3 seconds and average OFF
time of 6 seconds.
The voice data is usually carried over UDP instead

of TCP because packet retransmission (in case of
loss) produces unacceptable delays. Since UDP does
not have congestion control, the average queue size
produced by a set of Voice/UDP ows is unbounded
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Figure 2: Queue Law function and RED Control
Function for Mixed traÆc

when the average aggregate sending rate of a set of
Voice/UDP ows is larger than the link bandwidth.
If the average rate of Voice/UDP traÆc is smaller
than the link bandwidth, the queuing delay is gener-
ally small.

C A model for TCP and Voice/UDP traÆc

We consider now a set of n idential TCP ows and m
identical Voice/UDP ows traversing a congested link
using RED. We model this system by assuming that
all ows experience the same average loss probability
p and same average queuing delay q=c. Denoting by
T the average throughput of a TCP ow and by U
the average sending rate of a UDP ow and following
a similar argument as in Section A, we have

nT (p;R0 + q=c) +m(1� p)U = c

p = H(q)

It follows that the mixed traÆc has a queue law simi-
lar to the one described in Section A. Moreover, it is
equal to the queue law of a system having the same
set of TCP ows and whose line rate is reduced by
the aggregate average throughput of the Voice/UDP
traÆc. Figure 2 depicts the queue law function of the
mix traÆc.

D Simulation of the traÆc models

To verify our models, we perform simulation experi-
ments using the NS-2 [23] network simulator. Fig-
ure 3 shows the network topology. There are 80
senders (S1, S2, ..., S80), 80 receivers (D1, D2, ...,
D80), and two routers (R1, R2). All the senders are
connected with R1 router and all the receivers are
connected with R2 router. All the links are 100Mbps
except for the link between two routers, which can
be set to di�erent values. We use RED as the queue
management policy in both routers.
In a �rst set of experiments, the senders send only

FTP/TCP traÆc. The bottleneck link bandwidth is
set to 9Mbps. There are 80 FTP connections between
senders and receivers. The packet size is 1KB.
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Figure 3: Simulation Network Topology
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In each experiment in this set, packets are dropped
at link R1 � R2 with a �xed probability taken from
the range 0% to 20%, and we measure the queuing
delay in R1. The simulations runs for 100 seconds.
As illustrated in Figure 4, the measured queue law
is very close to our theoretical queue law. We also
tested three RED control policies, and we see in Fig-
ure 4 that all operating points are close to the in-
tersection of the the queue law function with corre-
sponding RED control function.

In other set of simulations, we set the bottleneck
link bandwidth equal to 10Mbps, and generate traf-
�c as a combination of TCP traÆc as in the previ-
ous experiment, and VoIP/UDP traÆc following an
On-OFF Markov model described above and with an
average rate of 0.8Mb/s. We �nd the queue law for
this mix traÆc to be close to the queue law for TCP
only traÆc in 9Mbps link, as seen in Figure 5.

E Test-bed experiment

We also set up a test bed as in Figure 6 to verify
our theoretical model and simulation results. We
use four PCs, two senders and two receivers. All
the PCs are Intel Pentium II 266MHz with 128 MB
memory and equipped with RedHat Linux 6.0 and
Linux di�serv patches [33]. The sender PCs are con-
nected with BayStack 450 Ethernet switch [27] and
two receiver PCs are connected with BayStack 350
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Ethernet switch [26]. Both of the BayStack switches
are connected to a Contivity 1500 switch [28]. All the
links are con�gured as full duplex. From BayStack
450 to Contivity, the link bandwidth is 100 Mbps
while from BayStack 350 to Contivity, the link band-
width is 10 Mbps. Thus from sender to receiver, the
bandwidth is 10 Mbps. The RED and WFQ queue
bu�ering and scheduling mechanisms have been im-
plemented in the router.

In Figure 7, we show the results of an experiment
with 80 FTP/TCP ows and 60 VoIP/UDP ows, the
same con�guration as our previous ns-2 simulation,
except that all other link delays are negligible. We see
that both the queue law curve and operating points
measured at the test-bed are close to our theoretical
prediction.
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III Effect of network condi-

tions on elastic applica-

tions

The model for TCP and UDP packet delay and loss
probability developed in last section enables us to
evaluate their e�ect on the perceived quality of two
of the most used types of applications: �le transfer
and interactive voice.

A File transfer applications

File transfer, either explicit (FTP) or implicit such as
web page download (HTTP) or email (SMTP), con-
stitutes the vast majority of Internet traÆc. A set of
traÆc measurements performed in 1998 in the \very
High performance Backbone Service" (vBNS) and re-
ported in [6] suggests that 95% of IP traÆc is TCP, of
which HTTP is 70%, FTP 5% and SMTP 5%. From
the same study, the size of an HTTP session is found
to be in the 6::8KB range and an FTP session in the
30::240KB range. We consider email transfer to be
a background (non-interactive) application on which
network conditions have a lesser impact, and there-
fore we do not analize this type of application in this
study. In the following we use the model developed
in Section A to analyze the e�ect of packet loss and
delay on �le transfer applications.
First, we observe that the average time for a �le

transfer of a given size depends only on the network
capacity c and o�ered load n and not on a particu-
lar combination of packet delay and drop probability.
This is because the throughput of a TCP ow is in-
dependent of the position of its operating point on a
given queue law (see Figure 1).
Nevertheless, from the system (1) and (2), we also

have that the same throughput T can be achieved in
di�erent conditions where queuing delay d = q=c and
loss probability p are traded o�. This tradeo� can
be implemented by choosing di�erent RED control
functions H . This is depicted in Figure 1, where
di�erent control functions H intersect one queue law
G in di�erent points.
To study the impact of delay-loss tradeo� on the
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Figure 8: Distribution of transfer time for 5KB �les

quality of �le transfer, we performed the following
experiments. In a �rst set, we generated 5KB-size
�le transfers were generated over a 10Mb/s line and
we recorded the completion time for each transfer. In
each experiment in this set, the RED control function
was con�gured di�erently, such that the average drop
probabilty was 0:005; 0:01; 0:04; 0:08 and 0:16 respec-
tively. The results are shown in Figure 8, where the
average transfer time is depicted by a dot, and the
end-points of each bar represents the 10-th and 90-
th percentile of all transfer times in that experiment.
We repeated this set of experiments two more times,
with �le sizes of 10KB and 100KB respectively, and
the results are shown in Figures 9 and 10.
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Figure 9: Distribution of transfer time for 10KB �les

First, we observe that the average transfer times
in all three experiments is almost independent of
the loss probability, which con�rms our earlier pre-
diction. On the other hand, the variability in �le
transfer time is large for small �le sizes and high loss
probability. The explanation is that at each packet
loss, a TCP retransmission occurs and sometimes
also a TCP timeout. The impact is higher for small
transfers for several reasons. First, one retransmis-
sion out of a small number of packets in a �le has
a large impact on the total �le transmission time.
Also, TCP timeouts are more likely to happen dur-
ing small �le transfers because the TCP congestion
window is smaller at the beginning of a transmission
(\slow start" phase, see [32] for details).
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Several studies such as [1, 3, 13] suggest that delay
variation is an important subjective factor in the per-
ceived quality of interactive applications, and that a
variation above 10% is not likely to be acceptable.
Given that web traÆc of 6..8KB size is the vast ma-
jority of Internet traÆc, and from our simulations in
Figures 8 and 9, we conclude that the desirable range
of loss probability is below 0:01.

B Interactive voice applications

The impact of network conditions on the perceived
quality of voice conversations has been extensively
studied. A series of ITU-T publications [20, 18, 19]
proposed the \e-model" which models analytically
the subjective quality of conversations as a function
of many parameters including one-way end-to-end de-
lay, packet loss and type of encoding.
The e-model calculates a transmission rating factor

R (not to be confused with the round trip time in
the previous section) that represents the perceived
quality of a conversation, as a number between 1 and
100. R = 100 represents perfect quality, and above
60 is considered acceptable. For the purpose of this
work, we simplify the expression for R as follows

R = R0 � Id � Ie

where R0 is the basic quality (with zero delay and
loss), Id is the penalty due to delay and Ie is the
penalty due to packet loss and also dependent on the
voice encoding scheme. The expression for Id has
analytical but relatively compicated expression, and
Ie is given by a set of numbers in a table. Here we do
not go in further details, but plot in Figure 11 a set
of values for R for a range of delay, loss probability
and two encoding schemes, G.711 and G.723.1.
G.723.1 is a preferred encoding for VoIP due to its

relatively low bandwidth requirement (6.4Kb/s voice
data rate versus 64Kb/s for G.711). For a subjective
quality above 60, G.723.1 can sustain up to 4% loss
and up to 100ms delay. Out of the 100ms delay,
about 20ms are packetization and transmission delay,
leaving about 80ms for queueing delay. We should
note that this model for subjective quality is only

High delay and loss

TCP, UDP

Figure 12: Best E�ort

Low loss, high delay

Low delay, high loss

Weighted Fair
Queuing

VoIP/UDP

TCP

Figure 13: Best E�ort Di�erentiated Services

informative, and we will use the above numbers only
for guidance.

C An aggregate perspective

Without being an exact study, in this section we
have uncovered desirable network conditions for web
transfer and voice applications. Web traÆc has a
good quality when the packet loss is below 1%. On
the other hand, VoIP applications have acceptable
operation for packet loss below 4% and delay below
50ms. It follows that the two types of applications
are suÆciently elastic to use Best E�ort service, but
have two di�erent ranges of acceptable operation. In
the next sections we describe an architecture for Best
E�ort services that addresses these di�erent require-
ments.

IV BEDS architecture for

static traffic mix

To get the maximum performance for both TCP traf-
�c and UDP traÆc, one simple idea is to separate
the traÆc into di�erent queues. For each queue,
the queue management policy can be con�gured dif-
ferently. We extend the one RED queue model of
Best E�ort (Figure 12) into two RED queues ser-
viced according to a Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ)
discipline (Figure 13). Packets are dispatched to the
queues according to a Di�erentiated Services mark-
ing. Each RED queue has a separate RED parameter
set to control the traÆc and a WFQ weight. The
RED control function for one queue is con�gured
as lower loss rate but higher delay for TCP traÆc,
and the other queue is con�gured as lower delay but
higher loss for UDP traÆc.

We use the same traÆc as Figure 4, 80 TCP ows
and 60 UDP ows. TCP traÆc is scheduled to a



Figure 11: Subjective quality as a function of delay, packet loss and encoding
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queue with a drop-conservative RED con�guration as
in Figure 4 and UDP traÆc is scheduled to a queue
with a delay-conservative RED con�guration. TCP
queue has a WFQ weight of 90% while UDP queue
has a weight of 10%, matching the average TCP rate
of 9Mb/s and UDP rate of 1Mb/s.
The simulation result is illustrated in Figure 14.

As we expected, the operation points are close to
the interrection points of queue law curves and RED
control curves. TCP traÆc achieves a low loss rate
of 1% with a delay about 0.8 second. In the other
hand, UDP traÆc achieves a queuing delay only of
0.04 second with an acceptable loss rate about 3.5%.
The advantage of this scheme compared with the

one-queue Best E�ort shown in Figure 7 is that
Voice/UDP traÆc encounters a shorter delay, while
the service received by TCP (throughput, delay and
loss) is not changed. Although obtaining an advan-
tage without a tradeo� may seem surprising, it can be
explained by the fact that the large TCP queue size

is an artifact of TCP's congestion control algorithm
which can be avoided by the UDP traÆc through a
simple service separation.
This mechanism is adequate for a network with

stable traÆc for which the network operator need
only adjust the RED parameters and WFQ weights
at long intervals (days, weeks). A problem is that
usually the traÆc in the network is variable in time.
It would be unfair for each class of traÆc to share
the link bandwidth through �xed partitioning. We
address this problem in the next section.

V BEDS architecture for dy-

namic traffic mix

In the following, we propose three mechanisms that
aim at dynamically balancing the quality of forward-
ing between the two classes of service. In all these
mechanisms, UDP traÆc bene�ts from shorter delay
and TCP traÆc bene�ts from lower loss rate.
We study the performance of each mechanism

through simulation. In all the simulations, we
changed the number of ows both in TCP and UDP
traÆc to generate a dynamic networking enviroment.
The simulation runs for 500 seconds. During the sim-
ulation, the number of TCP ows or the number of
UDP ows changes according to Table 1.

Table 1: Dynamic TCP and UDP TraÆc

Time 0s 100s 200s 300s 400s

TCP ows 80 80 160 160 80
UDP ows 60 120 120 60 60
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Figure 15: Queuing Delay for Forced Delay Ratio

A BEDS scheduling with forced delay ratio

This mechanism provides service to the queues such
that the ratio of their respective queuing delays is
close to a preset value for a wide range of traÆc inten-
sities. This is achieved with the following algortihm
similar to \Backlog-Proportional Rate" proposed in
[8].
At each packet arrival, the WFQ weights are ad-

justed such that

wUDP
wTCP

= Æ � qUDP
q+TCP

(5)

where wUDP+wTCP = 1 and q+TCP = max (qTCP ; 1).
qTCP and qUDP are the queue length of TCP and

UDP queues. wTCP and wUDP are the WFQ weights
for TCP and UDP traÆc. Æ is a preset delay ratio
between TCP traÆc and UDP traÆc.
For TCP traÆc, we use a drop-conservative RED

control, and for UDP traÆc, we use a delay-
conservative RED control. The delay ratio between
TCP traÆc and UDP traÆc is set to 20. Figure 15
illustrates the simulation result. UDP traÆc gets
1/20 of TCP queuing delay independent of the traÆc
changes. The loss rate of the UDP traÆc depends on
the RED con�guration of UDP queue.
The advantage for this mechanism is that UDP

traÆc will get a much shorter delay than TCP traÆc
when the delay ratio is set to more than 1. For this
mechanism, the problem is that the delay of the UDP
traÆc and the delay of the TCP traÆc will rely on
each other. It is unfair that the delay and loss rate
of TCP traÆc is still high if there is only little TCP
traÆc and large amount UDP traÆc in the network.
Another problem is that the loss rate of UDP traÆc
is not related to the loss rate of TCP traÆc. It would
be unfair for UDP traÆc to get both lower loss rate
and shorter queuing delay than TCP traÆc.

B BEDS scheduling with forced loss ratio

In this mechanism, the UDP queue is serviced with
a higher priority than TCP queue. The TCP queue
is also managed by a RED module. Packets entering
the UDP queue are dropped with a probability that is
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Figure 16: Queuing Delay for Forced Loss Ratio

multiple (with a preset factor) of the drop probability
computed by the RED module at the TCP queue. If
the factor is at least equal to one, it is easy to see that
this mechanism does not service UDP at a higher rate
than in the case of one-queue Best E�ort, despite the
higher priority of UDP queue.
More precisely, the algorithm is as follows.

1. When a packet enters the packet queue,

� If it is a TCP packet, the drop rate is cal-
culated from RED control function in TCP
queue;

� If it is a UDP packet, the drop rate is cal-
culated from current TCP drop rate and
� (the loss rate ratio), pUDP = � * pTCP .
pTCP is the drop rate of TCP traÆc and
pUDP is the drop rate of UDP traÆc.

2. Packet scheduling is strict priority, with UDP
queue having higher priority.

For TCP traÆc, we use the drop-conservative RED
control as in Figure 4. For UDP traÆc, the loss ra-
tio between UDP traÆc and TCP traÆc is set to
2.0. Figure 16 illustrates the simulation result. UDP
traÆc gets an almost zero queuing delay no matter
how the traÆc changes, since UDP traÆc is scheduled
with higher priority. TCP traÆc gets a delay about
0.8 second and a low loss rate at about 1% when
TCP traÆc is light, and get a delay of 1.4 second
and a loss rate of 1.5% when TCP traÆc is heavy.
When UDP traÆc changes, the operating point of
TCP traÆc changes only slightly, since the total of-
fered UDP only takes a small fraction of the band-
wdith. UDP traÆc experiences 2% and 4% loss rate
during the corresponding timerespectively for the two
traÆc conditions.
Compared with the original one queue Best-E�ort

mechanism in Figure 7, the advantage for "forced loss
ratio" is that UDP traÆc gets almost zero queuing
delay in the router. The operator can change the loss
rate ratio to balance the tradeo� between the queu-
ing delay and loss rate of UDP traÆc. A problem
with this mechanism comes from the very small de-
lay at the UDP queue. If some TCP traÆc is sent
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to be serviced through the UDP queue, it receives
a much higher service rate than it would otherwise
get through the TCP queue, which would be unfair
to the TCP ows using the TCP queue. We address
this problem in the following.

C BEDS scheduling with forced delay and
loss ratio

This mechanism is a combination of the �rst two with
the objective to ensure that both the loss ratio and
delay ratio are constant and independent of the in-
tensities of TCP and UDP traÆc.
The algorithm is as following. Upon a packet ar-

rival,

� Adjust the WFQ weights so that

wUDP
wTCP

= Æ � qUDP
q+TCP

(6)

same as in (5).

� If it is a TCP packet, the drop rate is calculated
from RED control function in TCP queue;

� If it is a UDP packet, the drop rate is calculated
from current TCP drop rate and � (the loss rate
ratio), pUDP = � * pTCP .

In our experiment, for TCP traÆc, we use the
drop-conservative RED control as Figure 4. The loss
ratio between UDP traÆc and TCP traÆc is set to
4.0 and the delay ratio between TCP traÆc and UDP
traÆc is set to 2.0. Figure 17 illustrates the simula-
tion result. UDP traÆc gets four times loss rate and
half queuing delay of TCP traÆc no matter how the
traÆc changes. TCP traÆc gets similar service as in
previous experiments.
This mechanism solves the fairness problem of the

previous scheme. A TCP ow marked for the UDP
queue does not achieve an advantage in service rate.
From the model of average TCP throughput in (8)
we have that for small packet loss probability,

T (p;R) =
M

R

r
3

2bp
+ o(

1
p
p
) � C � 1

R � pp: (7)

If the round trip time R of a TCP ow is approxi-
mately equal to the queuing delay (propagation de-
lay R0 is comparatively small) and if we set the delay
ratio Æ and loss ratio � such that Æ =

p
�, then the

average throughput for a TCP ow achieved through
any of the two queues is approximately the same.

VI Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel architecture, Best
E�ort Diferentiate Services, realized with a combi-
nation of scheduling and queue management mech-
anism. We discussed its principles and performed
simulations and experiments on a test-bed to prove
its bene�ts. BEDS provides services with two chrac-
teristics: drop-conservative and delay-conservative.
Two major classes of traÆc get proper di�erentiated
services via scheduling into the two di�erent queues.
The WEB/TCP traÆc is scheduled into the drop-
conservative queue and achieves a lower loss, even
though delay may be longer. The VoIP/UDP traÆc
is scheduled into the delay-conservative queue and
achieves a shorter delay, even though loss may be
larger. BEDS is a simple mechanism, easy to be
implemented in a real router. We demostrated its
functionality in a production router.
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A Summary of analytic mod-

els for TCP and RED

In the following we summarize the model for average
TCP throughput T proposed in [29]. T (p;R) =

8><
>:

M
1�p
p

+
W (p)
2 +Q(p;W (p))

R( b2W (p)+1)+
Q(p;W (p))F (p)T0

1�p

if W (p) < Wmax

M
1�p
p

+Wmax
2 +Q(p;Wmax)

R( b8Wmax+
1�p

pWmax
+2)+

Q(p;Wmax)F (p)T0
1�p

otherwise

(8)
T is the throughput of a TCP ow (in bits/second)
and depends on the packet drop probability p, the
average round trip time R, the average packet size
M (in bits), the average number of packets acknowl-
edged by an ACK b (usually 2), the maximum con-
gestion window size advertised by the ow's TCP re-
ceiver Wmax (in packets) and the duration of a basic
(non-backed-o�) TCP timeout T0 (which is propor-
tional to R, typically 5R). W , Q and F have the
following expressions:

W (p) = 2+b
3b +
p

8(1�p)
3bp +( 2+b3b )

2 (9)

Q(p; w) = min

�
1;

(1�(1�p)3)(1+(1�p)3(1�(1�p)w�3))

1�(1�p)w

�
(10)



F (p) = 1+p+2p2+4p3+8p4+16p5+32p6 (11)
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